Prepare a statement of objectives to drive
the development of the investment strategy.
In preparing the objectives, consider the
regulatory requirements of government,
the visions and values of the utilities and
stakeholder expectations.
Distinguish between objectives that are core
business (e.g., minimise GHG emissions) and
those which are opportunities (such as
supplying water for other uses e.g., urban
heat island reduction, agriculture, the
environment).
Based on the objectives, define key
performance criteria.
To avoid a study of endless proportions and
also double counting, clearly define the
boundary conditions and service constraints.

Consider and review the
regulatory obligations to
ensure minimum standards
and system constraints are
clear and inform objectives.
Consult with key stakeholders
(e.g., the community,
government, end users) in the
planning process to define the
objectives and key
performance criteria.

• Elaborated set of key objectives
• Clear boundaries of service provision
• Associated criteria for levels of service.
• Clearly defined key performance criteria

To gain an understanding of the types and
nature of the influences on the system,
undertake an environmental scan of
influences and categorise them as either:
• Trends (i.e. gradual changes),
• Shocks to trends (i.e. step changes), or
• Extreme variability (i.e. droughts, floods
or heat waves)
The performance of the water supply system
and trends in demand under extreme
variability (such as sustained low streamflows
over a 3-5 year term) are excluded from
further consideration here. Instead, they
should be analysed in a short term (e.g. 3-5
year) water security plan.
Risks to security of supply (e.g., sabotage)
should be excluded here.
here They should instead
be considered under a risk assessment in the
business case when doing project level
options assessment and design.

Apply the STEEP matrix at a contextual level i.e. consider the social, technical,
economic, environmental and political influences on supply and demand.

A list of :
• Trends
• Shocks
• Extreme variability
Influences that fall into the extreme variability category should be
set aside for separate analysis under a short term (e.g., 3-5 year)
water security plan.

Analyse and document the existing system
and its performance against the objectives
to clearly understand the supply and demand
measures and parameters under current
assumptions of the future.

Use existing modeling software e.g. REALM, H20MAP, Melbourne End-Use
Model, to replicate the water supply and demand system and to determine the
current water balance.

This provides the baseline, and reflects a
conventional deterministic approach to
supply and demand planning because it does
not deal with the uncertainty in the future.

A clearly described existing system for the current supply and demand,
including any committed measures.
Q
Quantified
volume of shortfall against
g
the objectives
j
defined for this
planning period and under current assumptions of the future.

Consider the list of trend influences in
terms of their level of uncertainty and the
sensitivity of the existing system to them
in relation to the objectives.
The trend influences should be considered
for specific time steps in the future
e.g. 2020, 2035, 2060.
Limit the number of significant influences
to avoid complicating the scenario
analysis. Four significant influences gives
a manageable scenario analysis.

Decide on the time steps for analysis
e.g. 2020, 2035, 2060.
Use an approach
U
h similar
i il tto a risk
i k matrix
t i tto rank
k
the significance of the trend influences
according to the relative uncertainty of the
influence and the sensitivity of the system to
that influence.
Complete the matrix again for each specific
future time step.
Trend influences that fall into the top righthand quadrant (orange) can be considered
significant
i ifi
and
d are the
h ffocus off ffollowing
ll i steps.

A short list of significant trend influences to be used to
develop the scenario paths.
Include influences that fall into the top left-hand quadrant
in all scenarios since the system is highly sensitive to those
influences and they are relatively certain (i.e., have low
uncertainty). Conduct a sensitivity analysis on them at the
business planning stage.

Determine the scale and nature of the
impact of the influences on individual
existing measures (i.e. measures that are
either currently in place or committed).

For each of the influences, define its
relationship with the existing measures,
using a relationship table (illustrated
here) and the demand profiles.

This allows subsequent analyses to
determine both the shortfall for the existing
system from the significant influences and
their impact on cost.

These relationships should be
incorporated into the suite of models
being used in the analysis.

Since the likelihood of the influences has
already been assessed in B3, the analysis in
this Activity focuses on defining the
relationship between the significant
influences and the measures themselves.
The key indicator at this stage of the
analysis is the impact of the influences
through the measures on the demand
and/or supply yield (kL/annum).
(kL/annum)

The relationship should be expressed as
changes in the objective (e.g. demand,
yield, GHG reduction etc) and cost.

A set of relationships to be incorporated in the suite
of analytical models. The relationships describe the
interactions between each trend influence and each
existing measure, with respect to the objectives, such
as the yield or GHG targets.
Where an influence has the potential to affect overall cost,
such as energy pricing, build this relationship into the
models also.
also

Based on the significant influences
identified in Activity B3, build up a number
of equally possible scenario paths which
comprise high and low values for each trend
that are both possible and plausible.
Note that ‘possible and plausible’ is different
from ‘probable’: ‘possible and plausible’
means the scenario is conceivable within
reason. This activity does not consider the
chances of each scenario path occurring
i.e. their probability. Hence the paths are
termed ‘equally possible’.
The scenario paths should be described
in terms of the time steps agreed upon
in Activity B3.
Trends that influence specific new measures
(identified in Activity D4) should also be
considered in this Activity as a further
iteration.

A spreadsheet or table is useful to illustrate the matrix of equally possible
scenarios, covering the full range of possibilities (e.g., for 4 significant
influences, 16 scenarios will be described with different combinations
of high and low trends).

A number of scenario paths (in this example = 16) will be
described consisting of the various combinations the high
and low trends of all the influences.

Identify whether the existing system can
meet the basic yield objective when
exposed to all the different possible
combinations of significant influences
in different scenario paths.
Consider the impact of the influences
(as defined under each trend scenario
path) on supply and demand for the
existing system to determine the
associated yield shortfalls for each agreed
time step.
Use the relationships defined in Activity
B4 between the existing measures and the
significant influences to do this analysis.
This approach can be used to test the
performance of the existing system
against other objectives e.g. GHG
emission targets.

Using modeling tools such as REALM,
end-use supply demand models, WEAP
etc, and the relationships defined in B4,
determine the shortfall in the
performance against the objectives under
each scenario path. Repeat for each
agreed time step.
The graph provides an example of a
volumetric shortfall for the yield objective
under one trend scenario path over the
full planning horizon.

Record the shortfall for each scenario path at each
time step. Because all scenario paths are equally
possible (i.e. their probabilities are not known), all
need to be considered at this stage of the analysis.
If there is no shortfall, then the existing system has
sufficient capacity to meet the yield objective under
all the projected trends. However, the base case still
needs to be checked against potential shocks – go to
Activity G1.

The potential shortfalls in performance
against objectives need to be filled. Generate
a broad range of possible response measures
to meet the objectives. To do this, keep a
very open mind to new approaches, and
facilitate a broad consultation process with
stakeholders across the sector.
Keep the significant trend and possible
shock influences in mind when identifying
possible measures in response to potential
shortfalls.
Include “fairy
fairy godmother
godmother” technologies i.e.
ie
technologies that are yet to be commercially
available, but are on the horizon. That is, the
measures need to be viable

Using a systematic approach, such as the
STEEP methodology, ensure all possible
options are identified through:
• consultation forums,
• best practice reviews,
• drawing on previous studies,
• expert advice and consultancies, etc.
The table provided shows an example to elicit
supply and demand measures to address a yield
shortfall. Similar tables could be generated for
shortfalls against other objectives.

A list of all possible measures to address the shortfall/s in
objective/s.

Identify which are the most effective
measures, using a systematic multidimensional approach that reflects the
vision underpinning the strategy.
The dimensions for assessing the
measures should be based on the
objectives and their key performance
criteria (see Activity A1), such as
community cost, yield and resilience.
Be consistent in how the relative
importance of the key performance
criteria is used to filter the measures.
It may be necessary to revisit this Activity
if the measures initially identified do not
satisfy the shortfall or meet the objectives
under a shock scenario path in Activity
G6 The new measure/s identified in
G6.
Activity G7 must meet the objectives and
the key performance criteria.

Assess the performance of the proposed measures against the key performance criteria.
The following analysis methods are useful for this activity, and are explained in the
i Guide
G id Sh
Sheets:
t Cost
C t Effectiveness
Eff ti
A l i C
Analysis,
Costt Benefit
B
fit Analysis,
A l i
accompanying
Monetisation, Resource Intensity, and Multi-criteria Decision Analysis. Together,
they have the potential to cover all possible dimensions: direct and indirect costs,
externalities, environmental and social impacts, governance, etc.
Identifyy the more effective measures i.e. those that p
perform well against
g
the
objectives and criteria.
Group the effective measures into classes of measures for ease of analysis at the strategic
level e.g., demand side, water quality provided, large scale, low energy intensity etc.

A filtered list of measures, grouped into classes, that
effectively meet the criteria that address the objectives
for further consideration in reducing the shortfall under
the various scenario paths.

Determine the scale and direction of the
impact of the significant trend influences on
the potential performance of each of the
effective measures. Check the impact at each
agreed time step.
Since the likelihood of the influences was
assessed earlier (B3), the analysis in this
stage focuses on the qualitative magnitude
of the influence’s impact on the measure’s
effectiveness. This process will guide the
development of the relationship between the
influences and the measures later on.
The key dimensions for this assessment
come from the objectives and key
performance criteria e.g., the impact on:
• annual yield
• system operating cost (OPEX)
• system investment cost (CAPEX)
• GHG intensity

Using a matrix table, assess each
proposed measure against each
influence. Using a range between
-2 and 2 to reflect negative and
positive impacts, assess the
sensitivity of the measures to the
influences. This may be simplified
by considering classes of measures.
measures
The table provides an example of
an assessment of measures against
one influence at one time step.

A clear picture of which trend influences affect which proposed
measures and how, for the key indicators of yield and cost. This is
necessary for Activity D5, where the relationships between the
significant influences and effective proposed measures are defined.

Review the effective measures against the
influences. Identify any additional influences
that are specific to a proposed measure and
were not considered in Activity B1.

Through industry consultation and by drawing on experience within the sector,
identify other potential influences that may have an impact on the proposed
measures.

These could be trend or shock influences.

Use the STEEP matrix (see Activity B1) to structure the process of identifying
additional measure-specific influences.

Assess the significance of the influences
at the p
predetermined time steps.
p

Assess the significance of the measure-specific trend and shock influences at each
of the agreed
g
time steps
p ((see Activityy B3).
3)

If there are already too many trend
influences being considered for the scenario
paths, then avoid too much complexity.
Instead, consider the additional measurespecific
ifi iinfluences
fl
iin the
h shock
h k analysis
l i stage
(Activity G2).
A list of additional, significant, measure-specific trend and shock
influences.
The additional measure-specific
p
trend influences can be
considered in Activity C1 in a further iteration. However, if doing
so complicates the development of trend scenario paths, then the
influences can be considered as shocks in Activity G2.

Similar to Activity B4, which was focused on
the existing system, define the relationship
between the proposed measures and the
significant trend influences, i.e. how does
each measure react to each influence, with
regard to the objectives set in Activity A1?
Develop expressions that define the
relationship between the measures and the
influences over time.
Also consider any interrelationships
(complementary or antagonistic
relationships) between the measures under
a given influence, or between the influences
on one measure.

For each of the significant trend
influences, and drawing on D3, define
the relationship with the proposed
measures (or classes of measures)
(see also B4).
These relationships should be
incorporated in the suite of models
being used in the analysis.
The relationships should be expressed
in terms of changes in the objective
(e.g. yield, GHG reduction) and cost.

A set of relationships that describe the interactions between each
trend influence and each proposed measure, to be incorporated in
the suite of analytical models. The relationships can be described in
terms of objectives such as yield, GHG targets etc.

Define ‘investment strategies’ that meet the
objectives and that satisfy various policy
approaches. The investment strategies will
be used to build portfolios of measures to
address the yield shortages for each scenario
path calculated in Activity C2.
Investment strategies can be defined by:
• Constraints
• Triggers for selection such as minimum
dam levels, minimum levels of service
• Lead time before impact of the measure
is realised
• Predecessors
• Criteria for selection
• Measures that are considered for all
portfolios (e.g., demand management
initiatives))

Using expert judgment and knowledge of existing and foreseeable policies, define various
distinct investment strategies.
For example,
F
l tto address
dd
a yield
i ld shortfall,
h tf ll th
the ffollowing
ll i iinvestment
t
t strategies
t t i could
ld b
be
considered:
1. Next TBL preferred (least community cost) centralised potable supply measures
2. Decentralised (non potable) as city grows, then large centralised potable supply measures
3. Demand side management now, then large centralised potable supply measures
4. Decentralised, then demand side , then large centralised potable supply measures

A number of distinct investment strategies that
meet the objectives and that satisfy various policy
approaches are described.

The focus here is on building a portfolio of
measures for each investment strategy, to
meet the shortfall in the objective for each
trend scenario path, as identified in Activity
C2 (to simplify the process, the focus could
be limited to the scenario paths that produce
the greatest and least shortfall, with a
selection of a few in between).
between)

Using a spreadsheet or model,
build up the portfolios of measures
that satisfy the conditions of each
investment strategy and meet the
full spectrum of shortfalls for the
range of trend scenario paths.

Take care in bringing together individual
measures into portfolios – check for
situations where performance of individual
(classes of) measures is complemented or
reduced by other (classes of) measures.

The graph alongside illustrates
how a portfolio of measures
addresses a volumetric shortfall.

The scheduling of each measure will depend
on its type, the trigger (which may be
specified in the investment strategy) and its
lead time
time.

Check for positive or negative
compounding between measures.

A number of portfolios of measures that match the investment
strategies Each portfolio is designed to fit a particular investment
strategies.
strategy and to satisfy the shortfall for a given trend scenario path,
having taken positive or negative compounding effects into account.

Identify the best performing investment
strategies (and their associated portfolios of
measures) in meeting the objective shortfall.
These are taken forward for performance
assessment in the face of potential shocks
(Activity G6).
Base the selection of the top few investment
strategies (portfolios) on their performance
against the objectives and key performance
criteria (A1): e.g.
• Cost to society
• Externalities
Care should be taken in bringing together
assessments of individual measures into
portfolios where performance may be
complementary or negatively compounding.

Check the systemic effects of the portfolios of measures.
Use Multi-criteria Decision Analysis to undertake a rigorous qualitative
the social,
i l environmental
i
t l and
d economic
i performance
f
off
assessmentt off th
the portfolios based on the key performance criteria set in A1. This
analysis should be informed by earlier quantitative analyses using
Cost Effectiveness Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis, Resource Intensity,
and other appropriate assessments.
Then, use a costing model to determine the cost for the best investment
strategies (portfolios of measures) to satisfy the objective shortfall.

A short list of the ‘top few’ investment strategies (portfolios of
measures) from the perspective of responding to changes in
trends. These investment strategies satisfy the objectives and
criteria (Set in Activity A1). Their response to shock influences
still needs to be tested however.

Identify the significant shock influences
including step changes in trends, extreme
variability that lasts for expended periods
(e.g., a 5-10 year drought), sudden shift to
high energy prices, or a sudden drop in
demand due to a poor economy that takes
years to recover.
Similar to Activity B3, consider the list of
shock influences (identified in Activity B1)
in terms of their level of uncertainty and
the sensitivity of the existing (base case)
system to them.
To better assess the impact of the shocks,
assume they happen at particular instances
during the study period e.g. at two time
steps in the future, early and late.

Using the matrix from Activity B3
(as illustrated), rank the significance of the
shock influences according to the relative
uncertainty of the influence and the sensitivity
of the system to that influence.
Shock influences that fall into the top righthand quadrant (dark green) can be considered
significant and are taken forward.
Shock influences that fall into the top lefthand quadrant should be included in all
scenarios since they have relatively low
uncertainty That is,
uncertainty.
is they are relatively certain
and can be considered as a cyclic trend with an
assumed frequency. A sensitivity analysis can
be conducted on them at the business planning
stage.

To avoid complicating the analysis, limit
the number of significant shock influences.
A short list of significant shock influences that fall into the top
right-hand quadrant. These will be used to develop the
scenario
i paths
h iin Activity
i i G3.

Based on the shocks identified in Activity G1,
and similar to Activity B4, determine the
nature of the impact of those shock influences
on the existing system (as defined in Activity
B2) i.e. on individual measures currently in
place or committed.
Since the likelihood of the shock influences
has already been assessed (G1), the analysis
in this activity focuses on the relationship
between the significant shock influences and
the measures themselves.
The additional measure specific influences
identified in Activity D4 could be considered
as shocks if there are already too many trend
influences being considered for the trend
scenario paths. The relationship between
these influences and the proposed measures
should be developed later in Activity G5.

For each of the shock influences,
define its relationship with the
existing measures and demand
profiles, using a relationship table
similar to Activity B4.
Consider whether the relationship is
the same if the shock occurs at
different points in time
time.
Express the relationship in terms of
changes in the objective (e.g. yield,
GHG reduction etc) and cost.

A set of relationships that describe the interactions between
each shock influence and each existing measure, to be
incorporated in the suite of analytical models. The
relationships can be described in terms of objectives such as
yield, GHG targets etc.
If a shock influence has the potential to affect overall cost,
such as sudden shifts in energy pricing, then build this
relationship into the model/s.
model/s

Identify the future shock scenario paths.
Based on the significant shock influences
id tifi d iin A
identified
Activity
ti it G
G1, ttogether
th with
ith th
the
best and worst case of the trend scenario
paths (identified in Activity C2), describe a
number of shock scenario paths.

Describe the shock scenarios
where the significant shock
influences are each applied to the
extremes of the outcomes for
range of trend scenario paths used
in Activity C2 i.e. the envelop of
the trends for the existing system.
Include two occurrences of each
shock – early and late in the time
period of analysis.

A number of shock scenario paths that cover all significant
trends at best and worst case, with the addition of shocks.

Identify the scale of the impact of the
shock influences (i.e., the future shock
scenario paths) on the existing system
across the period of analysis.
Consider only the additional impact of
significant shocks on the best and worst
cases of shortfalls in the existing system.
The focus here is firstly on the volumetric
objective – yield and demand. Other
objectives can be treated similarly.

Using modeling tools such as REALM,
Excel, End-use Demand Model, WEAP etc,
determine the shortfalls in objectives under
each shock scenario path. Use the
relationships between the existing
measures and the influences (defined in
Activity G2) in the analysis.
Repeat for each agreed analytical time step.
The graph provides an example of a
volumetric shortfall for the yield objective
under one shock scenario path.

The shortfall volume for each shock scenario path and time step should
be recorded and used in Activity G6.
If there is no shortfall in objectives,
j
, then the existing
g system
y
has
sufficient capacity to meet the objectives under both the projected
trend and shock scenario paths and therefore does not require any new
measures over the study period.
If the existing system had no shortfall under the trend scenario paths,
b h
but
has a shortfall
h f ll under
d the
h shock
h k scenario
i paths,
h then
h go to A
Activity
i i
D1 to identify viable measures to address the shortfall.

Similar to Activity G2, the nature of the
interaction between the significant shock
influences and the proposed measures needs
to be characterised, i.e. how does each
proposed measure react to each shock
influence?
Develop expressions that define the
relationship between the measures and
the shock influences over time.
Also consider any complementary or
antagonistic interrelationships between
the measures or between the influences.
influences
The main focus here is demand/yield and
cost, and possibly GHG intensity. Broader
objectives were assessed to filter the
proposed measures, and will be assessed
again in the final stages of analysis
(Activity G6).

For each of the significant trend
influences, and drawing on D3,
define the relationship with the
proposed measures (or classes of
measures) (see also Activity B4).
Use a relationship table similar to
that used in Activities B4, D5, & G2.
The relationship should be
expressed in changes in the objective
(e.g. yield, GHG reduction etc)
and cost.

A set of relationships that describe the interactions between each
shock influence and each proposed measure,
measure to be incorporated in
the suite of analytical models. The relationships can be described in
terms of objectives such as yield, GHG targets etc.

Similar to Activity F1, modify the portfolio
of measures based on each investment
strategy selected in Activity F2, to meet the
shortfall for each shock scenario path.
Consider the whole planning period.
Ensure the additions to the portfolios of
measures meet the objectives
j
(set in Activity A1).
Take care in bringing together individual
measures into portfolios – check for
situations where performance of individual
( l
(classes
of)
f) measures iis complemented
l
d or
reduced by other (classes of) measures.
The scheduling of each measure will depend
on its type, the trigger (which may be
specified in the investment strategy) and
its lead time.

Using a spreadsheet or model, modify
the portfolios of measures to meet the full
spectrum of each shortfall for the range of
shock scenario paths, while still satisfying
the conditions of the investment
strategies.
Check for positive or negative
compounding between measures.
The graph provides an example of how
a portfolio of measures could be built up
over time in response to a volumetric
shortfall
shortfall.

A portfolios of measures that satisfy the conditions of the investment
strategies and the objective shortfall for each shock scenario path.
An assessment of how well each portfolio meets the objectives.
If the portfolio of measures does not satisfy the objectives, then go to
Activity G7 to identify a new investment strategy to test.

Test the investment strategies to ensure
they are able to meet the objectives and
satisfy the key performance criteria (set in
Activity A1). If not, then either:
1. A new investment strategy should be
described or an existing investment
strategy revised. The process should
be followed again from Activity F1
using just the new or revised
investment strategy.
Or,
2. New types of measures could be
id tifi d in
identified
i response tto th
the shock
h k
influence. The process should be
followed again from Activity D2 using
the new measures.

Using expert judgment and knowledge of existing and foreseeable policies,
define a new investment strategy or revise an existing one, or consider a
new type of measure not previously considered in Activity D1.

A new or revised investment strategy, similar to those
described in Activity E1.
Or,, a new type
yp of measure not p
previouslyy considered.

Now that the investment strategies
(and portfolios of measures) that satisfy
the objective shortfall requirements due
to trends and shocks have been identified,
they need to be assessed for their
performance against the key performance
criteria, such as least cost to the
community etc.
community,
etc

Check the systemic effects of the portfolios of measures from Activity G6.
Use Multi-criteria Decision Analysis to undertake a rigorous qualitative assessment
off the
th social,
i l environmental
i
t l and
d economic
i performance
f
off th
the portfolios
tf li b
based
d on
the key performance criteria set in A1. This analysis should be informed by earlier
quantitative analyses using Cost Effectiveness Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis,
Resource Intensity, and other appropriate assessments.

Recommend these investment strategies
for inclusion in the water supply and
demand investment strategy and more
detailed analysis.

An assessment of how well each portfolio that met the
objectives, best satisfies the key performance criteria.
A water supply
pp y and demand investment strategy
gy that p
proposes
p
portfolios of measures to satisfy the objectives and the key
performance criteria.

